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The 10 Principles of Economics

1. People face tradeoffs

2. The cost of something is 

what you give up to get it

3. Rational people think at 

the margin

4. People respond to 

incentives

5. Trade can make everyone 

better off

6. Markets are usually a 

good way to organize 

economic activity

7. Gvmts can sometimes 

improve market outcomes

8. A country's standard of 

living depends on its ability 

to produce goods and 

services

9. Prices rise when the 

government prints too 

much money

10.Society faces a short-run 

tradeoff between inflation 

and unemployment
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incentive, n.  Something that influences to action.              

Syn: See motive.
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►Trade can make everyone worse off!!!!!!!
§ Consider a small town with three families: Family #1 wants a snowblower, Family #2 wants a leafblower, and Family #3 

wants a lawnmower; each family values their particular need at $200. It also just so happens that Family #1 owns a 

leafblower, Family #2 owns a lawnmower, and Family #3 owns a snowblower. These sit unused in their respective 

garages; each family has no use for its current equipment, and therefore values it at $0. The situation appears ripe for 

gains from trade! Unfortunately, life in this small town is not so simple: the town is located in a valley that is susceptible to 

severe air pollution problems. Blowers and mowers emit so much pollution that use of any one piece of equipment will 

increase hospital bills (for asthma &etc) by $80 for each family. Three additional blowers and mowers will therefore 

increase each family's bills by $240. Result #1: All three trades will still take place. For example, if Family #3 sells Family 

#1 its snowblower for $100 then each family gains $100 from the trade, minus $80 in hospital bills, for a net gain of $20. 

Result #2: The three trades together make everyone worse off: if each family sells its unused equipment for $100 and 

buys its desired equipment for $100 then each family gains $200 from its trades. But each family lose $240 in hospital 

bills, for a net loss of $40. Conclusion: Trade can make everyone worse off!

§
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everyone worse off

that stupid
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Favorite YouTube comments

• [coolway]: “I can't tell whether this is 

supposed to be funny or educational.”

• [treeohtwo]: “You’re funny (and I don't say 

that to a lot of people. Lots of people are 

not funny. Lots of people are sad.)”

• [bootsielon]: “A Jew who’s an economist 

and a stand-up comedian? You can’t get 

any more stereotypical than that!”



Favorite YouTube comments

• [tangshanjige]: “the man in the vedio is the 
most stupid man in the world.”

• [ThreeCrowns]: “I spaced off listening to 
this, [just like in my] real economics class.”

• [RenegadeMystic]: “They make economics 
boring and confusing unpurpose because 
they don't want you to figure out that the 
whole economy is a ponzi scheme.”



Favorite YouTube comments

• [1tonykirk]: “What a confusion of 
deceptions... The U.S. Congress does not 
print money as the Constitution dictates. 
That power was usurped by a Cabal of 
International Banksters in 1913.”

• “The Federal Reserve is about as federal 
as Federal Express.”



Favorite YouTube comments

• [Surhot]: “In defense of the Fed… if we got 
rid of it, we'd still need to replace it with 
something that does its functions: i.e., 
printing money [and] clearing checks.”

• [wwendt1]: The Fed does not print money, 
[but] it does control the money supply 
overall thru its ability to expand and 
contract bank reserves.

• [Surhot]: “Oh, yeah, that's right. Thanks.”



Favorite YouTube comments

• [jonnybravo8]: “Translate?”

• [monikerjak]: “He's poking fun at micro.”

• [jonnybravo8]: “yeah, but translate, you 
jerk!”

• [monikerjak]: “That was a translation…  
you should probably stick to entertaining 
yourself with less intellectually demanding 
material.”



Favorite YouTube comments

• [jtfowler418]: “This [video] rules. By the 
way, I am not an economist, I switched  
my major.”

• [grazie55555]: “Thanks for keeping us 
updated. Let us know when you drop     
out altogether and devote your life to   
smoking crack…”
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Orange, Pink, and Blue live in a small town with 

an air pollution problem. They also each have a 

garage full of gadgets they currently don’t use. 
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1.Orange sells a lawnmower to Pink.

2.Pink sells a motorcycle to Blue.

3.Blue sells a chainsaw to Orange.
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Carbon concentrations going up

Source: : http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/gmd/ccgg/trends/

http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/gmd/ccgg/trends/


Arrhenius (Swedish chemist), 1896 













The way to get less pollution

is to make polluting expensive.
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Carbon tax revenues Tax cuts

Cumulative BC Carbon Tax Revenues and Tax Cuts 
2008 – 2014

$5.0 Bn

$5.7 Bn

$ 3112 M Business Tax Cuts

$ 1221 M Personal Income Tax Cuts

$ 997 M Low Income Tax Credit

$ 108 M Other Personal Tax Cuts

$ 221 M Rural/Northern Benefit

Source: BC Budgets 2008-2013
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A revenue-neutral tax swap for WA

• Reduce state sales tax by 1 percentage point.

• Fund the Working Families Sales Tax Rebate.

• Eliminate B&O taxes for manufacturers and 
double or triple small business B&O credit. 

• Make up the revenue with a carbon tax of 
$30/ton CO2 (indexed to ≈ nominal GDP). 

• CarbonWA.org
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